Adult Activities

Outdoors

Mont Grantez Walk
In spring St Ouen is at its most picturesque with masses of wild flowers, thriving insect populations and frenetic bird life. It is
important to always keep an eye out for the unusual, who knows you may spot a rarity such as a grass snake or a bird called
the White Throat that nests among the gorses. On a fine day this can be a very warm walk so best to carry liquid refreshment
with you.
Park in the Kempt Tower carpark: exit at the northern end and turn right along the sand path. The more adventurous among
you at this point might like to take advantage of part of the trail that curls toward L’Etacq and continue in that direction
crossing through a wide range of habitats until just passed the group of houses to your right when you turn up the footpath on
the right to join Chemin du Moulin “Road to the Mill”. Difficult to imagine that this area was once the parish dump which
explains some of the unusual plants seen along the way such as the Aloe Vera plants. Alternatively you can continue straight
on along the footpath and join the road all the sooner if you have a fondness for tarmac.
Turn left walking along the rest of Chemin du Moulin past the varied buildings and gardens until you come to the last two
houses on your right and take the footpath up between them. This trackway is known as Le Val ès Reux and climbs steadily to
join Chemin des Monts “Road to the High Ground”. The track can be uneven, often has water running down it and plant growth
can be a challenge if the parish have been remiss in their path maintenance. The higher reaches run parallel to the National
Trust land that encloses Grantez. “Val means Valley and Reux is an old surname”.
There is an opportunity once you reach the lane coming in on the left called La Ruette de Grantez “ Lane to Grantez” to
climb over the stone style on the right by the metal gate. This marks the entrance to Grantez so visit Mont Grantez dolmen
immediately in front of you on the far side of the field.

Back on Chemin des Monts the way ahead now opens up offering very good cross country views with fields enclosed with
very old drystone walls. The style of these walls is unique to St Ouen and the western edge of St Mary. Just before reaching
the glasshouse complex on the left and immediately after the recent new built house on the right take the footpath on the right
that runs down the edge of the new build and follow its tortuous route down into a tree covered valley and then as it turns left
climb steadily inland back on to higher ground.

You will come to a major joining of pathways so take the route that almost turns back on itself on the right and descends
toward the bay. High gorse covered banks wrap around you here and panoramic views of St Ouen’s Bay spread out before
you. The track now turns into a tarmac lane known as Les Charrières à Sablon “The cart track of sand” and here look out for the
Evening Primrose plants that abound on these sunny slopes. This lane then joins Chemin du Moulin where you turn left and
after some fifty meters turn right into Les Mielles Nature Reserve. Take the next fork left along the path which eventually takes
you back to the car park.
Walk duration 1.5 to 2 hours.
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